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FIRST PASSAGE: Freundschaften lFriendships
Jasmin from Brandenburg is on an exchange in New zealand. she and David, her host brother, are
talking about their best friends. Question One is based on this passage. Use the information you
have heard to answer the question in your choice of English, te reo Maori, and/or German. you
now have 30 seconds to read the question.
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QUESTION ONE 

To answer these questions you need to show understanding of the whole text. 

(a) How did David and Jasmin get to know their best friends? 
Wie haben Jasmin und David ihre besten Freunde I Freundinnen kennengelernt? 

David: \)a..,v ;C\_ tv\Q.t ks 'bM .\- ~/~d/ K)AA/ 
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How o th~ja r-school activities of avid and Jasmin differ? What does this mean for their 
social lives~ 
Was machen David und Jasmin in der Freizeit nach der Schute? Was sind die Unterschiede, 
und was bedeutet das fOr das Sozialleben der beiden? 
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(c) What does friendship mean to you? Compare your views with the points made by David and 
Jasmin. 
Was haltst du von Freundschaft? Vergleiche deine Meinungen mit den Meinungen von David 
und Jasmin. 
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Margaret Gallaher
Text Box
For David the information lacks depth but for Jasmin a clear understanding is demonstrated. (although the details about what they are doing now were irrelevant)

Margaret Gallaher
Text Box
The whole point that Jasmin is from Germany and David is from NZ was lost on this candidate so that inter-cultural comparison was not included in the answer.

Margaret Gallaher
Text Box
To get a higher grade than M5 the candidate could have included more details about friendship than: "fun" and "similar interests".
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SECOND PASSAGE: Mit dem Fahrrad fahren - gesund, flexibel und
umweltbeurussfl Cycling - healthy, flexible, and eco-friendly

Thomas, a22-year-old university student, is being interviewed in a podcast for the German series

"Junges Leben". Question Two is based on this passage. Use the information you have heard to

uns*"r the question in your choice of English, te reo Mdori, and/or German. You now have 30

seconds to read the question.

Glossed vocabulary
das Benzin Petrol
der Stau traffic jam
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QUESTION TWO

To answer these questions you need to show understanding of the whole text.

(a) Explain why more and more Germans are starting to cycle instead of using their cars.
Erkldre, warum immer mehr Deutsche Rad fahren, statt mit dem Auto zu fahren.

A*-.
ADT.\J

AltA
ls+

)f)

(b) According to what you have heard, how would Thomas promote cycling as a good way of
getting around?
Wie wiirde Thomas Radfahren a/s gufes Verkehrsmittelf6rdern? Antworte mit Bezug auf den
Text.

ASSESSOR'S
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(c) What advice would he give to a politician, for example, to help his cause?
Welchen Rat wilrde er zum Beispiel einem Politiker geben, um seiner Sache zu helfen?

Margaret Gallaher
Text Box
The candidate shows a clear understanding of the text in this section with correct information

Margaret Gallaher
Highlight

Margaret Gallaher
Text Box
words like "Landschaft", "Radweg" and "Ostsee" were not known - however the candidate has still shown a clear understanding by communicating most of the meaning

Margaret Gallaher
Text Box
The sentence about locking the bicycles away is incorrect but otherwise the candidate has shown a clear understanding of the spoken text.
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THf RD PASSAGE: Wo siehst du dich in 15 Jahren?
Where do you see yourself in 15 years'time?

Caroline, Lukas, and Lena are friends in their final year at a Gymnasium in Germany. They have

met up in a caf6 to study and are also discussing where they see themselves in 15 years'time.

euestion Three is based on this passage. Use the information you have heard to answer the

question in your choice of English, te reo Mdori, and/or German. You now have 30 seconds to

read the questions.

Glossed vocabulary
die Informatikerin lT specialist (female)
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QUESTION THREE

To answer these questions you need to show understanding of the whole text.

(a) What future work does each student imagine for themselves?
Was fur zukilnftige Arbeit stellt sich ieder SchAbrlgde SchQlerin vor?

carorine: ir.'l,rr h1 Q o" lT 9ffa.cbs;'i*"^ 'ii/^nri p,yr"n^n' a.n/
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(b) What is each student's attitude towards having children?
Was hlilt jeder Schtilerljede Schiilerin von der ldee, Kinder zu haben?

Caroline:

Sqry"

Lukas:
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wLon sL iorryld lfo- \. kasae W,'^ii'
(c) With which student do you most identify, regarding work and future earnings? Explain why

you relate to that student more than the others. Refer to the points made by the students.
Welche Person hat dhnliche Meinungen wie du Aber Arbeit und zukunftiges Einkommen?
Vergleiche die Meinung dieser Person mit denen der anderen zwei und erkliire, warum du
diese Meinung teilst.
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Margaret Gallaher
Highlight

Margaret Gallaher
Text Box
Clear understanding of much of the text has been demonstrated."Möbel" was misunderstood for "mobile phone" 

Margaret Gallaher
Text Box
largely correct except for some of the information given about Lena - so some of the meaning has been communicated

Margaret Gallaher
Text Box
the candidate has shown in this answer a clear understanding with some relevant detail: e.g. Caroline wanting to be financially independent, Lukas wanting to work from home.
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Merit	  exemplar	  for	  91123	  2016	  
 

Subject: German Standard: 91123 Total score: 16 

Q Grade 
score Annotation 

1 M5 

The candidate has shown a clear understanding but is lacking detail: had to 
share a room on school trip and found similar interests, above all music” 

The fact that Jasmin is German and David is from NZ was not picked up and 
this would have made (b) a more complete answer.  

For a higher grade further supporting detail needed to be given e.g. they have 
gone through a lot together 

2 M6 

There is evidence of clear understanding of the passage. Relevant information 
is given for why Germans are cycling more.  

Extra detail given in (b) . 

In (c) most of the advice that could have been given is present – needed to be 
clearer that Thomas wants more cycle paths to be built to reduce the number 
of accidents. Also the safe areas where bikes can be locked away safely is 
interesting but not based on the text. 

3 M5 

There are clear points made in (a) as to the future work each student wants 
but lacking in detail. 

The information about Lena is very sketchy and stopped the candidate getting 
a M6. All that was given was: isn’t sure about job, would like to have children, 

Little repetition of information in (c) but: lack of support from the text. 

 

 

 

 

 




